boost
your
eyes

the best gear
for the modern day explorer

about us

We are MINT Sports, Outdoor and Sporting
Goods Company.
Our mission is to provide the greatest
gear for modern day explorer, support
the preservation of the outdoors and
inspire a global movement of exploration.
We create the greatest gear in partnership
with elite skiers, local patrollers, guides,
heli-ops and instructors. These pro’s need
gear that’s built to last and tough enough
for their life on the mountain.
Our great products are made as clean as
possible with all the critical details.

New Cortina ski goggles were created with input
from elite skiers and raise the bar for lens innovation.
Lens technology has a 22% greater field of vision
and brings visibility to an entirely new level.
This goggle ensures maximal vertical and peripheral
vision for your maximum performance on the
mountain, where you will see better than ever before.
With superior anti-fog treatment, triple layer memory
foam, quick and easy lens and strap changing system
we have set a new standard what goggle can
accomplish.

key features:
A maximized field of view due to the innovative
frame construction
Anti-fog treatment
Anti-scratch treatment
100% UV protection
Quick and simple lens and strap changing system
Flexible TPU frame for perfect fit
Triple layer memory foam for ultimate comfort
Air flow ventilation system

newcortina

a miracle
of technology

newcortina

one lens
to rule
them all

adaptive photochromic technology

cat. S1-S3 | black

cat. S1-S3 | pink

cat. S1-S3 | blue

cat. S1-S3 | mint

One pair of goggles to conquer any condition.
cat. S1-S3 | white

cat. S1-S3 | grey

cat. S1-S3 | red

From high mountain sun to deep fog. When
light changes, lens adapt.
Chromavision+ photochromic lens
automatically change tint depending on the
light conditions, darkening in bright light and
clearing up in flat or low light conditions.
Great versatility and ability to provide excellent
clarity through the day and across weather
conditions. You always have the perfect tint for
the amount of light.

newcortina

visibility
on a whole
new level
optimized colour technology

cat. S3 | smoke black

cat. S2 | black

cat. S2 | blue

cat. S2 | pink

cat. S2 | mint

cat. S2 | white

cat. S3 | grey

cat. S2 | red

Contrast enhancing lens technology brings
visibility to an entirely new level, allows soft,
diffused light to be converted into precise,
high-contrast light.
Vision+ lenses offer exceptional visual clarity
across variety of light conditions, for safe and
maximum performance on the mountain.
Our signature Vision+ lenses are the result of
decades of passion, design, craftsmanship and
research. Through extensive development and
testing, we’ve engineered category defining
technology bringing unmatched optical clarity
to skiing.
The result is a lens that’s engineered to
maximize protection while maintaining the
clearest, most accurate vision on the track.

The brand new Trail Flow mountain bike goggle has
been created to meet the precise needs and demands
of modern mountain bikers.
The Trail Flow has been created to optimize a riders
field of view. Not only will colour and contrast boost
with the Vision+ lens, but the goggle design will
enhance a riders vision as they will be able to see
more, in all directions.
The unique design, coupled with details such as a
flexible frame and adjustable strap ensure the goggle
stays precisely in place.
Trail Flow is the ultimate mountain bike goggle.

key features:
A maximized field of view due to the innovative
frame construction
Anti-fog treatment
Anti-scratch treatment
100% UV protection
Quick and simple lens and strap changing system
Flexible TPU frame for perfect fit
Triple layer memory foam for ultimate comfort
Air flow ventilation system

trailflow
a miracle of technology

made for the
mountain bike

trailflow

cat. S0 | black

cat. S0 | pink

cat. S0 | blue

cat. S0 | mint

cat. S0 | white

cat. S0 | grey

cat. S0 | red

Our signature Vision+ lenses are the result of
decades of passion, design, craftsmanship and
research. Through extensive development and
testing, we’ve engineered category defining
technology bringing unmatched optical
clarity to mountain biking.
Vision+ lens intensifies color and contrast by
letting through the precise amount of light
across the light spectrum, and has been
created specifically for trail riding, with a
focus on the brown and green frequencies
typically associated with these environments.
Look no further than the Trail Flow Vision+.

vision+

vision+

vision+

vision+

all black
cat. S3
VLT 17%

mirror blue
cat. S2
VLT 19%

mirror green
cat. S2
VLT 24%

mirror silver
cat. S3
VLT 18%

mintlensfamily
vision+

vision+

vision+

mirror red
cat. S2
VLT 25%

gold rose
cat. S1
VLT 76%

clear
cat. S0
VLT 92%

chromavision+
photochromic iridium
cat. S1-S3

* The VLT (visual light transmission) rating on MINT lenses shows how much light passes through them. The higher the VLT
rating, the more light comes through that lens. Lower VLT rated lenses are good for bright, sunny days, whereas higher rated
lenses are best in cloudy or low light conditions.

newcortina

NC001 black

NC002 blue

NC003 mint

NC005 grey

NC006 red

NC007 pink

NC004 white

Chromavision+ Photochromic Iridium LENS / CAT S1-S3 | Conforms to CE EN 174:2001 and ASTM F659 | ONE SIZE fits all

NC008 smoke black

NC009 blue

NC010 mint

NC011 white

NC012 grey

NC013 red

NC014 black

NC015 pink

bonus Lens: Vision+ Gold Rose - CAT S1 / VLT 76% | Conforms to CE EN 174:2001 and ASTM F659 | ONE SIZE fits all

smoke black: Vision+ all black / Cat S3 / VLT 17% | blue: Vision+ mirror blue / Cat S2 / VLT 19% | mint: Vision+ mirror blue / Cat S2 / VLT 19%
white: Vision+ mirror green / Cat S2 / VLT 24% | grey: Vision+ mirror silver / Cat S3 / VLT 18% | red: Vision+ mirror red / Cat S2 / VLT 25%
black: Vision+ mirror green / Cat S2 / VLT 24% | pink: Vision+ mirror red / Cat S2 / VLT 25%

trailflow

TF016 black

TF017 blue

TF018 mint

TF020 grey

TF021 red

TF022 pink

TF019 white

Vision+ Clear LENS / CAT S0 / VLT 92% | Conforms to CE EN 174:2001 and ASTM F659 | ONE SIZE fits all

lensesandstraps

all black VI023

mirror blue VI024

mirror green VI025

mirror silver VI026

mirror red VI027

gold rose VI028

clear VI029

photochromic CV030

black ST031

white ST032

red ST033

mint ST034

pink ST035

blue ST036

grey ST037

what is
included
mint goggles

bonus lens*
Vision+ Gold Rose
*only with new cortina vision+

hard case
soft pouch

our mission

We know
exactly how
a good pair
of goggles is
supposed
to look and
feel like.

MINT is founded on the idea that we deliver the
best possible products tested and developed by
the top athletes who spend most of their days in
the great outdoors.
The only way to create the right gear for this
environment, was to built the company in this
environment.
MINT is born in Slovenia, Europe best kept secret,
a hidden gem on the sunny side of the Alps. High
alpine peaks, bucolic countryside, tranquil villages
and a short but idyllic stretch of coastline on the
Adriatic.
Its environment is made for anyone who loves to
tackle the great outdoors or who appreciates pure,
rugged beauty.

